5G Lab summer school 2017
and
HAEC summer school 2017

Meeting location and travel information

| Location: | Technische Universität Dresden, Barkhausen-Bau
|           | Helmholtzstr./Mommsenstr., 01069 Dresden, Germany |
| Start:    | 2017-09-18, 09:00 |
| End:      | 2017-09-22, 17:30 |
| Organiser 1 (5G Lab): | TU Dresden, Deutsche Telekom Chair of Communication Networks |
| Contact 1: | Dr. Rico RADEKE; rico.radeke@tu-dresden.de; +49 172.796.34.06 |
| Organiser 2 (HAEC): | TU Dresden, SFB 912 – HAEC, Vodafone Chair Mobile Communications Systems |
| Contact 2: | Dr. Nicolle SEIFERT; nicolle.seifert@tu-dresden.de; +49 152.029.210.06 |

The summer school will take place at Barkhausen-Bau, the main building of the previous faculty of electrical engineering, mainly in room 106 (ground floor) and rooms 205 and 218 (first floor), for details see https://navigator.tu-dresden.de/etplan/bar/01

Barkhausen-Bau: Main entrance seen from Mommsenstr.

It is highly suggested to enter the Barkhausen-Bau (BAR – red building, see map below) from its main entrance which is situated at the corner Helmholtzstr./Mommsenstraße and which is indicated by a big yellow dot. An alternative entrance which is also accessible for the disabled is indicated by the small yellow dot.

The welcome reception and the registration will take place on Sunday, September 17th, starting at 18:00 in the Andreas-Pfitzmann-Bau (APB – dark blue building). The welcome speech will start at 19:00 and will be followed by a barbecue to which all attendees of the summer school are cordially invited.
Another detailed map is available from
https://www.openstreetmap.de/karte.html?zoom=17&lat=51.0276&lon=13.725&layers=000BTF

A more general map including the main station and the city centre (Innere Altstadt) as reference points is available from https://www.openstreetmap.de/karte.html?zoom=14&lat=51.04051&lon=13.72095&layers=000BTF

Accommodation

There is number of hotels of different categories in Dresden. No central reservation has been made by the organisers, so it’s up to you to book your accommodation. Since the situation might be tense a list with some alternative accommodation is attached.

Transport

Tram/bus: Provided that you stay in the city then the one-zone ticket should be sufficient. There are three options:

(i) short ticket (up to 4 stations; no changeover: €5.50 for a set of 4 tickets);
(ii) normal/single ticket (valid 1 hour, including see-saw: €2.30 single or €8.20 for a set of 4 tickets);
(iii) one-day ticket (valid till next day 4 a.m.: €6.00).

Often the tram/bus is equipped with a ticket machine (cash payment, coins only).

Note: In any case you have to validate your ticket on the tram/bus.

To reach the venue, the most convenient stops are “Helmholtzstraße” (bus route 85; ~200 m), “Mommsenstr.” (bus route 66; ~450 m), “Münchner Platz” (tram line 3; ~550 m), and “Nürnberger Platz” (tram line 8; ~600 m).

A map of Dresden’s public transport (operated by Dresdner Verkehrsbetriebe AG; DVB) is available from https://www.dvb.de/en-gb/

Train: Dresden Hauptbahnhof (a.k.a. DD-Hbf.) is the main station. If arriving by train you should get off there. You may continue with tram line 3 and 8 from there (4 and 3 stops, respectively); in this case a short ticket would be sufficient.
Aeroplane: Dresden Flughafen (Airport) International has a direct connection to the main station (Dresden Hauptbahnhof) via S-Bahn (suburban train) line S2 which takes about 20 minutes. Trains run every 30 minutes (xx:17 and xx:47) via six stops (Dresden Grenzstraße, Dresden-Klotzsche, Dresden Industriegelände, Dresden-Neustadt, Dresden Mitte and Freiberger Straße) to Dresden Hauptbahnhof. The S-Bahn station at Dresden Flughafen is situated directly below the drive-up bay, between the multi-storey car park and terminal building. 

There might be an alternative if you just missed the S2 and are not in favour of waiting for another 30 minutes: bus route 77, which runs every 20 minutes between the terminal and the Infineon factory. You can alight at the Infineon-Nord stop (journey time: around 7 minutes) and change to tram line 7 (and later to tram line 3 or 8 or to bus route 66, see above).

A single ticket for the Dresden tariff zone costs €2.30 and is valid on the S-Bahn, tram and bus for one hour.

Further details are provided at http://www.dresden-airport.de/en/index.html → PASSENGERS AND VISITORS → To and from the airport, parking → Rail and bus.

Alternatively, you may consider using a taxi. The taxi journey between the airport and Dresden city centre costs around €20. The taxi stands are directly in front of the terminal entrances and exits.